Wirraway EuroStyle 260 - Designer Kitchen featuring:
European Styled Cabinetry, Great Benchspace & Floor to Ceiling Pantry!

In the kitchen and elsewhere all the drawers are
on ball bearing runners, with no buttons or latches
to press for access - just push to close and pull
to open.
These locks are yet another innovative feature
unique to Wirraway and a welcome change to the
generic button style offered by other brands.
The full height slideout pantry is enormous and is
situated to the right of the stove. In the kitchen
everything is made easy with ample bench space,
light and ventilation.
A 21lt Sharp microwave is conveniently located
above the large Dometic RM2553 150lt AES 3-way
fridge - which automatically senses your primary
energy source, looking first for 240v mains power,
Many motorhome interior layouts at first glance look ok, but when you try living in them they just aren’t practical in many then the vehicle’s 12v alternator and LPG gas last.
different ways. However the Wirraway layout is a brilliant design. When using the kitchen you soon realise just how
practical this space is. For instance, when preparing a meal the preparation bench, fridge, pantry, microwave, sink and
You do nothing to change the energy source dining table are all centrally located with everything easily accessible.
as with much in the Wirraway - it’s all automatic!
Opposite the doorway is an auto ignition three burner gas and one 240v hotplate stove - oven combination with a
hinged stainless steel splashback and a Dometic rangehood.
Visit our website and view our Virtual Reality Tours!

-

Ask us for more current details or refer to our supporting documentation for more information!
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Wirraway EuroStyle 260 - Opulent Leather Upholstered Lounges & Captains
Chairs and a Large Swivel Dining Table Designed for Entertaining!
In the EuroStyle 260 the plush leather driver and
passenger Captain’s Chairs swivel to the rear to face
the two matching comfortable leather lounges and
the large swivel dining table that can be removed.
This area is a really comfy zone with large windows
on each side filling the interior with natural light and
cross ventilation. There is also a large roof skylight
hatch above the dining table.
Curved European styled overhead cupboard doors
above the leather lounges are finished in contrasting
timbers with brushed stainless steel handles and trim
to match the stainless steel curtain rods. There are
also two more cupboards and special stainless steel
map or reading lights in the drivers cabin.
The cabin and lounge - dining areas have
efficient, modern stainless steel LED reading lights.
For entertainment you have bench mounted 19” LCD
TV with an inbuilt DVD player. A Winegard amplified
antenna makes for great Australia wide reception.
You can upgrade to the optional auto search satellite
dish system if you want the extra 100 channels.

Visit our website and view our Virtual Reality Tours! - Ask us for more current details or refer to our supporting documentation for more information!
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Wirraway EuroStyle 260 - The Bedroom includes luxury furnishing and
fittings and is designed for your comfort and for your complete privacy!
The bedroom in the EuroStyle 260 is at the rear of the
Motorhome with an island Double bed centered
under a large window complete with luxury
bedspread and scatter cushions. For your privacy a
door separates you from the living area and there is
enough room for the optional Queen size bed or
2 Single beds if preferred.
The large windows open up the interior and fill it
with natural light, creating a very welcoming space.
On each side of the bed are night stands with self
locking drawers below, and half wardrobes above
with stylish curved overhead cupboards between,
as featured throughout in the Motorhome.
The bed is on modified gas assisted struts to let you
easily access the vast under-bed storage, also
easily accessible through the innovative outside
remote locking storage drawer - it’s huge, convenient
and totally functional, and unique to Wirraway.
In the bedroom there is a 12v DC power outlet for
your phone charger, iPod or accessories, 240v
powerpoints for everything else. Lighting is low
energy 12v LED and fluorescent lighting.
A roof mounted reverse cycle air conditioner
complements the interior comfort with it’s easily
accessible climatic control nearby. A diesel ducted
heating system is an option - but with the
Motorhome being fully insulated and having a
reverse cycle airconditioner, additional heating may
not be required - it’s your choice!
Colour co-ordinated curtains hang on designer
stainless steel rods, framing the 3 large tinted
windows and are featured throughout.
Visit our website and view our Virtual Reality Tours! - Ask us for more current details or refer to our supporting documentation for more information!
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Wirraway EuroStyle 260
Features a Separate Bathroom and Separate Toilet

The EuroStyle 260 has a separate circular shower
ideally incorporated into the corner of the bedroom,
with fully moulded fibreglass that is easy to clean with
no annoying corners.
The curved shower door is constructed of a durable
dimpled acrylic offering privacy, the dimpling
masking the milkiness of calcium buildup from hard
waters that will be more evident on flat screens.
The shower is generously vented with a 12v fan-hatch
to exhaust moist air and take in any available breeze
when needed.
A separate toilet in the opposing corner features a
Dometic Vacuum flush unit, vanity, ceramic basic,
mirror, another ventilated fan hatch, large opening
window and generous lighting and powerpoints.
A welcome feature are the large polished towel rails
and hanging hooks. Throughout the EuroStyle 260
Motorhome all fittings and fixtures are of exceptional
quality expected in a luxury apartment - and not
usually found in a Motorhome.
Visit our website and view our Virtual Reality Tours! - Ask us for more current details or refer to our supporting documentation for more information!
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